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progam's future

Students support US troops

By RaeAnn Ramsey

By Ben Goorin

Senior Staff Writer

News Editor

The ROAD program, Responsible Options for
Alcohol and Drugs, is experiencing financial dif
ficulties, and may not continue to serve the UOP
campus at its current level next year.
A $131,000 fund, called the The Fipse Grant,
has paid for the program since Oct. of 1989, but
will be expiring this September. New funding for
the program would have to come from somewhere
else, and UOP administration is not sure where.
ROAD has been successful at UOP, mainly
because of its coordinator, Randy Haveson. "We
need to have this program here. There is so much
work to be done and we are on a roll right now,"
said Haveson.
"Alcohol will touch everyone at one time or
another in their life," explained Haveson, "The
purpose of the ROAD program is to raise the
consciousness of the student body on the issues
related to alcohol."
The number of students leaving UOP before
graduation is a major concern and is one that is
being looked at closely. Haveson believes that
drug and alcohol related problems may be some
thing to look at, "When you look at the underlying
factors, you will find drugs and alcohol there in a
lot of cases," he said. This may be something the
University considers when deciding the fate of the
ROAD program.
According to a survey done by ROAD last
spring, one out of every five students at UOP
comes from an alcoholic home.
Since the program began, more focus has been
shed on the reality of alcohol and drug use, espe
cially on campus. Functions and various activities
have been organized by the program as an alter
native to alcohol related socials.
The Designated Driver option, Road Runners,
the Road Side Pub (a dry bar), the ROAD activity
calendar and the upcoming dance on March 8 are
just new ways that visibility has increased and
pulled the interest of over 120 different students
who wish to volunteer for the program.
"If we lost funding I would really be disap
pointed," said Todd Hillman who is one of those
volunteers working for ROAD "You have got to
know what to cut and what not to cut. I think the
ROAD program is something that should not be
cut," he said.
The University would have to fund the program
for one year before it can apply for another grant.
The estimated cost of the program for a year is
$60,000. There may be an attempt to raise private
funding for the program.
"It is important to keep the ROAD program
going because we have a lot of momentum," said
LaVon Rupel, director of the Counseling Center
and ROAD program.
Vice President of Student Life Judy Chambers,
who was largely responsible for implementing the
ROAD program and getting the FIPSE Grant said
she is very concerned about the situation. "In order
for it to make an impact it is going to have to be a
commitment the University makes long term."
Whether or not the University will make that
commitment is still unknown. Though some fund
ing might be achieved, it will not allow the ROAD
program to continue its visibility and amount of
activities on campus.

As the United States remains at war with Iraq, UOP
is responding withavarietyof support groups tocombat
psychological sideeffects of war. Topics ranging from
ethical perspectives to historical views are beingorga
nized virtually every night
A familiar question which is still being asked is
whether or not war is the way to solve conflict Even
though there is mixed opinion about whether or not we
should be over there,support for U.S. troops in the gulf
remains a high priority. Moreover, there exists special
concern for the seven UOP reservists known to be
serving in the operation.
The names of these reservists and their exact loca
tions arestill not being released by UOP administration.
Some students have shown interest in thenames so that
support can be given in the form of letters. "The main
reason for getting the names is so students could have
contactand could provide support for the soldiers,"said
University Chaplain Norris Palmer. Palmer said the
names of these reservists will be available after per
mission is given by their families. He said he had
spoken with one father whocontacted his son and was
very excited about the possibility of having students
write to his son.
Copies of the Pacifican may also be sent to the
units, and letters from the reservisits to UOP may
eventually be printed in future Pacifican issues.
Chaplain Palmer has been quick to respond to
students' concerns during this time of war. He said that

organizing student support groups comes out of the
recognition that there needs to be dialogue so that we
don't rely soley on television media He also said that
supporting each other comesout of a need torespond to
feelings, thoughts and emotions.
"The University as a whole, students, staff, faculty
and administration areseeking to find ways to deal with
the issues around thewar the Persian Gulf intelligently
and thoughtfully while respecting each person so that
wedon'thaveamushroomcloudofhurtfeelings,"said
Palmer.
The roleof the University is to ask good questions,
said Palmer. "As an institution of education, our job is
to provide a forum where people can discuss the issues,
have their feelings delt with gently and yetcritically." It
is not a place where moral judgementsshould bemade,
he said, but rather, "The Institution itself should stand
as place where high quality discussion can take place."
The following is a list of three different support
groups beingofferedforUOPstudentsthrough thejoint
sponsorship of theCounceling Center, the Office of the
University Chaplain and the Anderson Y Center.
Monday Evenings from 5:30 p.m. - 6:30 pm„ "I
have Family/Friends in the Middle East" Tuesday
Evenings from 5:30p.m. -6:30p.m."We'reat war I'm
Scared." Wednesday Evenings from 5:30 p.m. - 6:30
p.m. "Re-Shaping our WorldThroughPeaceandNonViolence." All of the above are taking place at the
Bechtel International Center Conference Room.
Dates and times for other discussions and presentations related to the war is listed on page 2,/n the News.

Lacrosse attacks new season

Staff writer
Entering the job market may hold
[tore of a challenge this year than it
tas in previous years as a result of
he failing economy and psychoogical effects of the war. For seniors,
ob searching begins today. UOP's
-areer Planning and Placement
tenter has a variety of services
ivailable to help students decide on
md carry out their goals.
Burton Nadler, director of the
career center, believes that a job
search could take from three to six
months in a good market, but that in
today's market, six to nine months
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Residential life provides paper for students to voice opinions.

Monica Yadegar
Senior Staff Writer
"America
will
not
be
Saddamized." This and other similar
comments can beseen on wargraffiti
posters stapled to the walls of South
west residence hall. With their pur
pose to help students deal with their
emotions regarding the war, these
posters are just one of the ways that
Residential Life and Housing along
with the Office of the University
chaplain, the Bechtel Center and
Anderson Y. are helping residents
voice their opinion.
Southwest head resident Ursula
McNulty said, "It was basically all
theadministratorssittingdowntosee
what we can do to help the students
and how they can get involved if they
wanted to." According to McNulty,
some of the suggestions they came
up with were the graffiti posters,
posting news articles to keep stu
dents as informed as possible, post
ing flyers which advertise campus
discussion and supporting groups
such as "The Human Face—A four
week series of presentations and fire
side chats." McNulty also said that
they were open to any student sug
gestions.
According to Southwest resident
assistant Leslie Peddicord, all staff

members were required to attend a
one day spring retreat last month to
discuss their feelings about the war
and to prepare themselves for their
residents' possible reactions. "We
weren't sure what to psychologically
expect when wecame back toschool.
Southwest was experimental for the
free expression posters. They are a
way for expressing positive aggres
sion towards war on paper instead of
verbally," said Peddicord.
Carter house resident assistant
Marni Haggstrom, said that informa
tion and free expression posters are
also seen at Carter, but there isn't as
much discussion of war."There is an
understanding of differing opinions,
views and feelings. I feel that this is
the reason why war is not discussed,"
said Haggstrom. According to
Haggstrom, although freeexpression
posters exist, not much is written on
them and the only forms of expres
sion she sees are"the yellow ribbons
in support of the troops on residents'
doors."
According to Peddicord, the du
ties of the resident assistants have not
changed. Peddicord said, "You have
to stop and do your job as an R.A. no
matterwhatthesituationis. War hasn't
changed thatexcept you deal with the
residents with perhaps more sensitiv
ity, sympathy and empathy."

Campaigning underway
By Julie Webster
Staff Writer

Matt Kolken evades Chico State players during last weeks match. The team will
play UC Santa Cruz and Chapman College this weekend.

Seniors face stiff job market
By Dawn Dooley

Frustrations Released

would not be unrealistic. Nadler
states that although he is, "not real
optimistic about the market place, 1
am optimistic about the way we're
preparing for it."
The three member career coun
seling staff meets with students in
dividually and in workshops. There
are three subject areas that the Ca
reer Planning center considers to be
critical skills required to conduct a
successful job search. These are
resume writing, interview skills and
career focus. Workshops are offered
regularly in all three categories.
Career focus is a new program
designed to aid students who are
unsure of what they want to do with

on campus and interview students
for available positionsand the alumni
career advising network, where
alumni are willing to advise stu
dents upon entry into their business
"[ I am] not real
field.
optimistic about the
Further resources available in
marketplace, I am
clude graduate and pre-professional
optimistic about the advising, career planning and goal
way we are preparing setting, the career resource library
and job posting mechanisms.
for it"
UOP is a unique University in
that its size allows for more personal
Career Center Director and individualized attention. Nadler
hopes to increase usage of the pro
available to students include the on- grams and encourages interested
campus recruiting program(Feb. 12- students to call (946-2361) or stop
March 28),where companies come by the office in Anderson Hall.

their studies before and after gradu
ation.
Other programs and services

— Burton Nadler

Campaigning for the 1991-1992
ASUOP student body offices began on
Monday,Feb. 18,at8a m. All senatorial
seats are up for re-election and there are
three men running for ASUOP presi
dent.
The campaigning will last for an
other week and a half. Voting will take
place on March 6 and 7. An open air
candidates forum was held yesterday
during the Pacific Hour in the
McCaffrey Center. The presidential
candidates, John Carmichael, Greg
McDonell and Donovan MacLeod,will
be presenting speeches at the Forum.
Carmichael is a junior majoring in
entertainment management. He is
running for a second year as president.
McDonell, also a junior, is studying

communication and art. MacLeod, a
student in the conservatory, is a junior
as well.
On Tuesday, Feb. 26, at 8 p.m„ a
debate will take place in the McCaffrey
Center Conference Room. The three
presidential candidates will be present
as well as the senatorial candidates.
The debate will involve questions and
answers between the presidential can
didates. Each will have five minutes to
present a speech and then open up for
questions. All those interested are en
couraged toattendandpresentquestions
for the candidates.
Students and faculty can look for
ward to a continuing week of antici
pation and curiosity as to who will
make up the ASUOP student body of
ficers. There will be some new faces on
the horizon and maybe some old ones,
too.
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University Chaplain responds
By Ben Goorin
News Editor
(additional information from UOP
Press Release)

"As a Chaplain my job is to be
present to the community, to listen to
people's pain whether I agree or dis
agree with their position, and to council
and provide support," says UOP's
Chaplain Norris Palmer.
The campus may be asking Palmer
for a little extra this semester. War
brings uncertainty for many students
who may require extra support and
counseling.
So far, Palmer has been responding
to this demand with numerous pro
grams for the entire university com
munity. He has worked with residential
advisors before the semester began on
RAStaff Development.The intent was
to help resident halls establish, their
own program for dealing with psy
chological effects of war.
"War bringsduality,"hesays."Right
— wrong, Us — them, Good — bad,
and one of the jobs of a university is to
move people from dualistic thinking to
integrative thinking so people begin to
see issues from a variety of perspec

tives."
"We remember that we are humans
and that each of us have our areas of
strengths and weaknesses. It's impor
tant to recognize the variety of re
sponses and to provide places for that
to happen."
Palmer believes that many of us
have held back our feelings and they
may be hidden deep within ourselves.
Many opportunities for conversation
about such feelings are now possible.
Student Support Groups are meant
to provide a place for people to share
thoughts and feelings, said Palmer.
Sometimes just knowing that those
kinds of things are available will help a
person. He points out that not every
one needs to attend, but being aware
that such things are happening on this
campus helps people to know thatthere
are things being done.
Palmer joined UOP in 1988 as As
sistant to the University Chaplain. He
also served as Associate Pastor at
Mayfair Christian Church in Stockton
from Aug. 1985, through Jan. 1991,
and Interim Senior Pastor from Sep.
1989 to May 1990.
Palmer replaces Dr. Gary Putnam,
who resigned in Aug. to become senior
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Chaplain Norris Palmer

pastor at Stockton's Central United
Methodist Church.
Ordained with standing by the
Christian Church (Disciplesof Christ)
in June 1988, Palmer received his mas
ter of divinities degree from the Pacific
School of Religion, Berkeley, in May
1988. Heearned a bachelor's degree in
agricultural and managerial econom
ics from the University of California at
Davis in June 1982, and a bachelor's
degree in business administration from
CaliforniaStateUniversity,Sacramento
in December 1982.
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equipment. Management is composed tary.
Most students get involved in the
of students and the staff in each re
Senior Staff writer
organization through an application
spective area aide as well.
ASUOP is a complex organization process or election. Some are ap
ASUOP, the Associated Students
of the University of the Pacific, serves with multiple functions. There are pointed and others are volunteers.
as the University's student govern four full time, professional staff ASUOP's motto is "Students serving
ment It is structured much like the members who supervise various areas students." The significance of this
national government in that it has of the organization. Jim Paull is the shows that ASUOP places great em
legislative, executive and judicial director of studentactivitiesandSandy phasis on student interaction and
Tilton is the associate director. Beth provides many opportunities for
branches.
The ASUOPSenate is the legisla Johnson is the business manager and leadership.
tive branch and acts as thechief policy Geri Zeiker is the professional secre
making group among the student body.
There are 28 seats on the Senate,
representing each class and constitu
ent school. There are three represen
tatives from each class and two from
CRISIS IN THE MIDDLE EAST:
each school. The Inter-Fraternity
THE HUMAN FACE
Council,Panhellenic,Residence Hall
A Four Week Series of Presentations and Fireside Chats
Association and off campus students
Bechtel International Center
have one representative. The presi

By John Carmichael
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Application for walk through due March 1
COP seniors who don't meet graduation requirements but plan to walk
through during commencement ceremonies need to pick upa "Permission to
Participate" form from the COP Dean's Office. The completed form must be
turned into the Dean's office by March 1. Forms submitted after the deadline
will not be accepted.

Atchley Postpones Posting Policy
The ASUOP Senate asked President Atchley to postpone the new posting
policy. While weagree with the policy, wefeel that the currentspace allotted
for advertising is inadequate," said the Senate in a letter to Atchley.
On February 15, President Atchley responded to the request with a
temporary suspension of the new posting policy. It came in the text of the
following letter, addressed to the ASUOP Senate Members
Over a year and a half ago I asked the Student Government to come up
with a policy to solve the excessive posting of flyers and posters on campus
facilities. Since nothing was ever recommended by the Student Government,
and I continued to receive complaints from both the Stockton and campus
communities, I issueda policy 'prohibiting posting of materials on the outside
of buildings, including doors and windows'.
I am willing to put a moratorium until you have an opportunity this
semester to come up with a policy to solve the problem."

Correction...
Last week s article titled, "Arab students face discrimination," contained a
photograph of two students. It should bepojnted out that the article was not about
the students who appeared in the photograph, as it may have suggested by its
placement
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Thursday, Mar. 14
7 - 8 p.m.
"What Color Is Your Ribbon? Patriotism and Political Dissent"
Dr. Jerry Briscoe
Professor of Political Science
Sunday, Mar. 10
Fireside Chat
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Thursday, Feb. 28
7-8 p.m.
Cultural Considerations in the Middle East"
Dr. Reuben Smith, Dean, Graduate School
Dr. Longina Jakubowska, Assistant Professor of Sociology
Mr. Abdullah Al-Mujeny, International Relations Major (from Oman)

Sunday, Mar. 10
Fireside Chat
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'lurional activities

Washington, Delicious,
Extra Fancy

Sunday, Feb. 24
4-5:30 p.m.
Fireside Chat (An opportunity to explore our thoughts, feelings, emotions,
and concerns while sipping hot cocoa around a crackling fire.)

Thursday,Mar. 7
"Just War or just war? An Ethical Perspective"
Dr. Jerry Hewitt
Professor, Philosophy and Political Science
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The purpose of student government

dent, executive affairs director and
speaker of the Senate are non-voting
members.
Using standard representative de
mocracy as its model, this group meets
every Monday night at 9 p.m. This
year the Senate has hammered out
budgets with both clubs and con
stituent schools, decided whether or
not to proceed with the homecoming
parade, deliberated over the addition
of a new ASUOP service and tackled
a variety of issues ranging from a
newly mandated posting policy to the
revision of the hard alcohol policy.
Most of the Senate's work is done
in one of four committees.The finance
committee oversees an allocation of
funds in excess of $300,000 yearly.
The student issues committee handles
all concerns of the general student
body, makes recommendations and
drafts policies for the Senate.
The executive branch consists of
the ASUOP president, speaker of the
Senate , executive affairs director,
UPBEAT director and manager rep
resentative. They have diverse roles,
but serve chiefly to implement policy
generated in their specific areas and
maintain a two way flow of informa
tion, to and from their respective
groups.
UPBEAT, the University Board
for Educational and Amusing Times,
is the programming arm of ASUOP.
They areconcerned with the planning
of events. Under the UPBEAT di
rector, six other directors run their
perspective programs: lectures, out
door events, films, specialevents and
cultural awareness. Collectively, they
have an $85,000 budget form which
to draw upon and they often sponsor
other organizations to help with pro
gramming efforts. The directors de
pend on volunteers to plan successful
events.
The ASUOP managers run seven
student services. These include travel,
graphics, Tiger's grocery, Epoch
(yearbook), the Annex, the Static Attic
and a human resources position. The
Static Attic is still in its formative
stages, but the plans to utilize space in
the McCaffrey center for a student
"hangout" are underway. The Annex
is located in a Quonset hut at the end
of the north end of campus and pro
vides students with a variety of rental
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OPINION
—

EDITORIAL

Election apathy, again
With ASUOP student elections just around the corner people are
quick to point out the lack of enthusiasm that students seem toshow. A
quick look at the roster of students who have petitioned for candidacy
indicates that enthusiasm for the positions themselves is indeed low.
Much the same as last year, elections will find too few candidates for too
many positions.
As it currently stands, there will be a race of three competition for the
presidential position, but no race for any of theSenate seats. In fact, only
the sophomore class has the three candidates necessary to fill all vacant
positions. The other classes are deficient In allcases, those who have
applied are guaranteed a poisiton, regardless of the vote.
What's the problem that continues year after year? The average
student will access that UOP is simply an apathetic campus with an
unconcerned population. That may be a factor, but the real problem is
more intense, for there must be some reason that students are apathetic.
This campus can no longer sit back and generalize about apathy so that
it may justify poor morale. It seems that this excuse serves every aspect
of campus living, whether it be politics, sports events, social events or
educational activities.
The fact of the matter remains that there is something inherent in the
system of the University that perpetuates this lessez-faire. Peihaps it's
an administration that doesn't let students know the power that they
actually have. In the case of the upcoming elections, students indeed
have immense power. The Senate serves as a governing board for both
policy and the many entities within the University, including ASUOP
(Nightclub,'Travel,GroceryStore,Annex,Graphics, andthe Epoch), the
Pacifican, Constituent Schools, and clubs. Students who serve in the
Senate actually have a voice on campus. They also control a $300,00
budget that represents your student activities fee. It is for this reason
that students should actively seek a position, or at least take the time to
learn about and support th' e who are interested.
Last year's election had slightly less than 30% turnout. That means
that 30% of the students have elected and dictated who is speaking for
the entire student body. Those people who didn't vote were probably the
first to complain about new policies and procedures, but to no avail.
Once again the opportunity arises to make your voice known. By
taking the time to access the candidates and platforms, your vote will
make adifference. If for nothing else, it will put an end to the "apathetic"
excuse.
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The Pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacations and final
exams week, by students of the University of the Pacific. Comments from
readers are welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns must be
submitted in typed form by Thursday, 5 p.m. Letters to the editor must be
submitted in typed form by Monday, noon. All letters to the editor must
have a verifiable signature, local address and phone number. The Pacifican
reserves the right to edit all submitted materials. Editorial comments reflect
the views and opinions of the majority of The Pacifican editorial board,
unless personally signed.
The Pacifican office is located on the third floor of Hand Hall, University
of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday
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Editorial: (2091946-2115 Business: 946-2155

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Fish Market
friend voices opinion
I strongly disagree with Mark
Serrurier's review of The Fish Market
in The Pacifican. Mr. Serrurier is cer
tainly entitled to his opinion, but, as an
alumnus, Stocktonian and frequent
customer of The Fish Market, my
purpose in writing is to discourage
Pacifican readers from taking much
stock in Mr. Serrurier's rather disap
pointing review. I am critical of the
review for the following reasons:
1. I have always found The Fish
.Market to have an extensive menu with
1 a great variety of daily specials. On
request, a complete list of available
fresh fish can be obtained from your
waitress or waiter. For those of us who
are not big fish fans,there is daily pasta
which will satisfy the appetite of an
inside linebacker. The numerous spe
cials are listed in a monthly publication
which you can obtain at the restaurant,
so you can always be sure not to miss
your favorites.
2. Mr. Serrurier says he is a fish
lover, but I find his knowledge of sea
food as expressed in the article to be
somewhat limited. If my understanding
is correct. Mahi-Mahi, which was W"
choice, is rarely served fresh here on
the mainland. I'm sure if he had asked

his waiteror waitress, they would have
told him whether or not they had fresh
Mahi-Mahi on hand. The important
point here is not whether the fish is
fresh or frozen, but whether the res
taurant is candid with the customer
when the question "Is it fresh?" is asked.
3. Mr. Serrurier does not mention
one word about The Fish Market's
famous New England Clam Chowder.
One serving of the secret recipe, which
has been requested for publication by
BonAppetit and Gourmet magazines is
guaranteed to bring you back again for
more. To many restaurant goers in
Stockton, the term The Fish Market is
synonymous with good New England
Clam Chowder.
I feel it would be a great disservice
to the University community and to
The Fish Market for your readers to
make a decision concerning the res
taurant based on Mr. Serrurier's single
visit. I havebeen toThe Fish Market on
many occasions. I think the best review
that can be given is to simply state that
I will be going back again soon.
Dan Lambertson
COP '75

Save Our Tree!
To: Interfraternity Council
The College of the Pacific Student
Association (COPA) would like to
condemn those groups or individuals
who participated in painting the tree by
the rock. They not only defaced our
campus, but possibly participated in
the killing of the tree because the sign
cannot be removed but only painted
over. Remember, it is our campus and

environment too. Please keep our cam
pus clean!
Miriam Watson
Rick Carrigan
Vicki Bargaglioti
Andy Blee
Karla De La Vega
Dawn Elton
AkiraNakajo
Kevin Cantwell
Sean McCusker
Keiko Kinoshita
College of the Pacific Association

LETTERS POLICY
Have you got something you want tosay about an article you've
seen in The Pacifican! Problems with a story or praise for policies,
people or places on campus? Why not write a letter to the editor?
The Pacifican is read by nearly 94percent of the student body and
96percent of the faculty. Now's your chance to be heard.
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All
submissions must have a name, address and telephone number to
be considered for print.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length and
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following
Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hall,
Stockton, Ca. 95211.

Voice your opinion
The Pacifican

PACIFIC TALKS

"Why do university elections have a low turnout?

1

It's either that students feel that their / think there's low morale and people
vote won't make a difference, or that just aren't interested.
once they elect the person they want,
that person won't make a difference.

Steve Ifft
5th Year Senior
Mechanical Engineering

h

Amy Blair
Sophomore
Business

ff

Most students seem interested in other Lack of publicity. Our student body is
areas of the University that are ongoing, also primarily conservative and many
don't voice their political ideas aggres
sively through voting.

Kevin Kelly
junior
Communication/Business

Chris East
Senior
Election Coordinator

4
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Agreement, unity and harmony this Saturday

OUT AND ABOUT
Center Stage

By Miriam Watson
Senior Staff Writer

New Kids on the Block will appear at the Oakland Coliseum Feb.
24 at 7 p.m. Reserved tickets are $25.00

Why would anyone in their right
mind want to spend a Saturday in class?
For one very good reason—to attend a
conference that will educate you on
how to reach your potential in the
business world and in personal life as
well as show you how to have fun and
enjoy life.
The conference is called the Spirit
of Concordia and is being held in
Webber Hall tomorrow from 9:45 a.m.
to 5 p.m. It is a sample of Summer
Concordia, which is held from June 30July 6 in Fort Collins at Colorado State
University and is presented by the
Renaissance Educational Association
(REA). One of the founders of the
program is Dr. David Banner, a professorof managementand organization
at UOP.
Banner is the author of "Beyond

Scorpion will play the Arco Arena on Monday, Feb. 22, and at the
Oakland Coliseum Feb. 23 & 24 at 7 p.m. as part of the Nissan
Concert series. Tickets are $19.50, general admission.
Iron Maiden cranks it up at the Arco Arena Mar. 13 and at the
Cow Palace on the 14th. The shows begin at 7:30 p.m. and
general admission seating is $19.50.
Living Colour hits San Jose State's Event Center Mar. 14. Ad
vanced general admission is $22.50
"An Acoustic Evening" with Daryl Hall and John Oats takes place
Mar. 22 at the ParamountTheatre and at the Event Center at San
Jose State the next day. Reserved seating is $22.50.
INXS, plus special guest will make an appearance Apr. 2 at the
Oakland Coliseum and the Arco Arena on Apr. 3rd. Reserved
tickets are $22.50.

well before an audience. Banner com
Time Management: Discovering Your
mented, "He alone is worth the whole
LifePurpose" and has recently finished,
another book,"Organizational Theory: workshop."
The second guest, Dr. Fred
A Transformational Perspective.
Donaldson, is a play therapist, educa
Banner is interested in a whohstic
tional consultant, certified massage
educational experience. He explained
therapist, Aikidoist and craftsman.
that this is what REA is about. The
Donaldson's focus is showing people
Concordia workshop is for people who
how to have fun and to reconnect with
wish above all else to fulfill their cre
innate joy. Donaldson recently returned
ative potential in every aspect of their
living The program isdesigned to equip
from England, Africa and throughout
participants with the foundational skills North America conducting play workrequired to provide the caliber of shops for people of all ages,
leadership which, they believe, the
world urgently needs.
The workshop on Saturday will have
three main foci. Stan Grindstaff, a
member of REAis a producer, director,
actor, writer and seminar leader inter
nationally recognized for his approach
to theart of self-presentation.Grindstaff
will discuss ways for people to lose
their fears of public speaking and em
power people to present themselves

Sacramento tavern
offers mexican style

The Robert Cray Band will play the Warfield Mar 22 & 23.
Tickets: $19 balcony seating & $20 main floor table and chair
non-reserved.

Back to the Drawing Board

By Stacey Grey
Staff Writer

The UOP Art Gallery presents the Black and White show through
Mar. 15. The exhibit spotlights four bay-area artists: Margaret
Stainer, Jeffrey Norman, Jacqueline Peele and Hannah Tendeta.
A reception for the artists will be held TONIGHT at 7 p.m.
Admission is free.
Thomas and Lazard continue to be featured at the Reynolds
Gallery. Free standing metal sculptures and mixed media wall
hangings by artists Reinhold Thomas and Cristiane Lazard will
be on display through the end of the month. Admission to
exhibition is free.
If you have information you wish to have added to Out and About,
send it to The Pacifican, Hand Hall Third Floor, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211, Attention: Entertainment Editor.

Are you looking for some nightlife
that has an atmosphere of fun in the
surf, sand and sun? Look no further
than Sacramento's Yucatan Liquor
stand, a Cancun-style beach bar.
Wrecked boats are scattered
around the entrance of the bar. In
side is a collection of surf boards,
bathtub tables and pontoon stools.
An array of thatching and surfing
logos adds to the theme of two ship
wrecked men who collect surfing
paraphenelia as it washes onto shore.
The nationally-run company be
gan in Texas in response to the
popularity of vacationing in Cancun.
Steven Hurt, general manager, says
theYucatanLiquorstandisafun place
where people can come to socialize,

drink and dance. It's a college bar
without a cover charge or dress code.
The Yucatan Liquorstand has a daily
happy hour from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
with drink specials and a nacho bar.
Wednesday night is El Spoiled
Rotten night with a variety of drinks
for .99. Thursday Beach Party is a
night for drink discounts with the
word "beach" in their title. The bar
has their own unique drinks such as
"The Shark Bite" served in a bucket.
They also have beer bars featuring
different brands of beers. Cocktail
waitresses walk around selling test
tube shots of various drinks.
So, come join the fun at the
Yucatan Liquorstand. It's only a
short 40 minute drive to Arden Way
in Sacramento and believe me it will
be worth the trip.

Banner's emphasis will be living1
yourlife with responsibility. Hebelieve<;
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Run a
$3 million
business sooner
than you think.
$3 million. It's a lot of responsibility. It's a lot of chal
lenge And it's where you can be in just 3-5 years with
Walgreens. That's the average time it takes for our
Management Trainees to be running their own operation
with 25-30 employees and approaching $4 million in sales.
And that's just the start because there are plenty of ongoing
opportunities available.
We're the nation's largest retail drugstore chain—a $6
billion company and an American retail success story. Oyer
the last 5 years we've added 562 new stores and averaged
over 16% annual growth. And our rapid pace of expansion
continues unabated.
Take our growth, award winning management, plus an
outstanding in-depth training program, and you've got the
beginnings of a great future.
We're looking for talented individuals to become
Management Trainees with opportunities nationwide.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
March 14th

See your placement office for sign-up
information
If unable to see us on campus, send a resume or letter to
our corporate headquarters: Don Moseley, Management
Recruiter, Walgreen Co., 200 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, IL
60015. Equal Opportunity Employer.
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RANCHO ARROYO SPORTS COMPLEX
9880 JACKSON ROAD • SACRAMENTO, CA 9582V

THE GREATEST NAME IN SANDWICHES

J 'BUY-GET

FIFREE

SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1991 • 10:00 A.M, to 4:00 P.M.
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ivcly new

1433 W. MARCH LANE, STOCKTON
478-8646

STATE AGENCIES
Air Resources Board
Alcohol & Drugs (ad)
CA Conservation Corps (CCC)
CA Integrated Waste Mgmt Board
Caltrans
Corrections
Criminal Justice
Education
Employment Development Department
Energy
Equalization
Food & Agriculture
Forestry & Fire Protection
Franchise Tax Board
General Services
Highway Patrol (CHP)
Health (General)
Housing and Community Development
Mental Health
Office of Statewide Health Planning &
Development
Public Employees Retirement System
Parks & Recreation
Public Defender
Prison Industries
Teale Data Center
Veteran's Affairs
Water Resources
Water Resources Control Board

St, Joseph's

FITNESS
CENTER

...for a better way of life

Students, Faculty and UOP Employees

J O I N US!
Cliilicallv Trained Staff
Exercise Equipment And Free Weights
Dynamic Aerobics Program
Exercise Classes For All Levels
Friendly, Relaxed Atmosphere
Close To UOP
tf

STATE CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS
Civil Engineer • Caltrans
Bridge Engineer • Caltrans
Transportation Planner • Caltrans
Water Resources Control Engineer •
Water Resources Control Board

COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Full Student Membership

Rio Hondo College
Sierra College
San Joaquin Delta CCD (ad)
San Francisco CCD
San Mateo CCD
West Valley -Mission CCD

($29 per month)

Full Faculty & Employee Membership
($30 per month)

Aerobics Only Membership

UNIVERSITIES

($24 per month)

Call 952-7000 for a FREE tour.
6315 Pacific Avenue, Stockton
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FREE ADMISSION • FREE PARKING • (916) 737-0930

Good thru 3/31/91
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PRESENTED BY HISPANIC HOTLINE/CAREERS NOW

(free sandwich of equal or lesser value)
Phone Orders Welcome.
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San Diego, U.C.
Sacramento, CSU
UCD Medical Center

V

SPECIAL DISTRICTS
Sacramento County
Fire Protection District

CITIES & COUNTIES
Alameda County
Clovis Police Department
Concord, City of
El Dorado County
Eugene, Ore
Long Beach Police Department
Marin County
Napa, City of (ad)
Milpilas Police Department
Modesto, City of
Monterey County Sheriff
Oakland Police Department
Sacramento, City of
Sacramento County, Social Services
Sacramento County, General Services
San Bernardino Police Department
San Joaquin County
Santa Cruz Police Department
Santa Maria, City of
Santa Rosa, City of
Stockton, City of
West Sacramento, City of
Woodland, City of

COMPANIES/UTILITIES
Foundation Health Plan
Logistics Systems Architects
McDonald's Corporation
Pacific Gas & Electric
Slate Farm

wore imp

SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Dry Creek Joint Elementary
Roseville City Elementary
Roseville High School
Eureka Union
Delano JUHSD
Duarte USD (ad)
Fairfield-Suisun USD
Folsom-Cordova USD
Fremont Union High School District
Hemet USD
Kem County Office of Education
Lincoln USD
Los Angeles USD
Lake Tahoe USD
Merced UHSD (ad)
Mt. Diablo USD
Novato USD (ad)
Pajaro Valley USD
San Juan USD
South San Francisco USD (ad)

JOINT POWERS AGENCY
Cooperative Personnel Services
Merit Systems

FEDERAL
Drug Enforcement Administration
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
U.S. Forest Service
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ROAD helps students drive home Lucas Hoving
visits
UOP
s
The Pacifican, February 22, 1991
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By Kelley Bowles

Guest Writer
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Spring at UOP brings an advent
of great activities on campus. The
warm weather makes us want to let
loose and have fun. Many students
place drinking high on their list of
entertainment options and the ROAD
program (Responsible Options for
Alcohol and Drugs) has some new
plans for drinking responsibly as
well as exciting alternatives to
drinking.
Randy Haveson, coordinator of
the ROAD program, is currently
working in conjunction with San
Joaquin County. Now in effect is a
"Designated Drivers" system in
many favorite student hangouts
around town. UOP students can go

to a restaurant or bar participating in
this program and their designated

for our
own i
i

the most humiliating day of one'slife, it is
also the most painful. My friend Deanne
told mebefore I ever triedsnowboarding,
thatl would have to throw away my pride.
Shewasright MyfriendMeredith warned
me not to fall on my tailbone because I
could break it, not to fall on my wrists
because I could sprain them and not to fall
on my shoulders because I could dislo
cate them. No problem! Then, as I
headed down my first run of the day and
asked my friend Ali how to turn or stop
she said just one word,"Fall." Suddenly
I realized this might be a problem.
If anyone had ever told me that I
would enjoy a sport that gives a person
large welts on both elbows and knees,
black bruises on their gluteous maximus
and makes breathing painful, I never
would havebelieved them. Had I known
that this kind of pain was possible, I never
would have attempted the sport I am
living proof that this kind of pain and
suffering is worth it What a rush to be
heading down a hill on one board, totally

By Krista Huntsman

"<>' Of OngojjL | Feature Editor
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Snowboarding. I remember hearing
about this relatively new sport sometime
,w"w Mores and
!
inthemid-eightieswhentwoofmyffiends
« r a p i d p^^'^ged
exPansiot
boughtboards. Atthe time they could not
use themanywherebecauseitwas thought
ni
P'os an S to bea dangerous sport and ski resorts did
'' ^'ve gotthe
not want to take the risk of losingskiers to
out-of-controlsnowboarders. Even then,
dividual] to become
I thought the whole concept of surfingon
••mtios nationwide.
the snow sounded not only dangerous,
butinsane. Everyonesaidthatitwasjust
KRVIEWS
apassingphaseand that like monoskiing,
14th
itwouldnevertakeoff. They were wrong.
•fllce for sign-up
Todaysnowboardingisallowedat almost
it Inn
every major ski resort and has a following
'• v" • re sume or letter to | somewhere in the thousands. There are
Miwcley. Management
snowboarding competitions all over the
Road, Dcerficld.H
country and its followers have given neon
colors new meaning.
Although I have only been
snowboarding twice, I do not really count
I
thefirstday. Nobodyshould. Itisnotonly
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snowboard. If you cannot do either, you
are going to learn the way I did, by
spending nine-tenths of the time on the
groundlntheenditwillbeworlhiL This
last weekend when I wentsnowboarding
with Meredith, I really felt like I knew
what I was doing. It took usover an hour
togetdownafiveminuterunandlfeltlike
I had climbed Ml Everest When I fell,
she made me get up. When I fell and
almostkilledmyself,shemademegetup.
When I fell, swore I could not get up and
had taken out an innocent skier on the
way, she made us both get up. Meredith
isa good friend and an even better instruc
tor. She is the one who told me not to
bother taking alesson, that it would not be
worth it She is the one I have to thank for
the loss of the use of both of my arms
because she made me get upand Icannot
waitto try it again.

By Hilary Green

Guest Writer

Lucas Hoving, a grand master of
modem dance, continues in residence
through Feb.24 at the University of the
Pacific as a guest artist/choreographer
for thedepartment of dramaand dance.
He arrived on Feb. 18. During his stay
he will set a dance piece based on
improvisation for members of the Pa
cific Dance Theatre Company, teach
several technique classes and conduct
a master class which will include
technique and improvisation.
The 78 year old "itinerant magi
cian" began dancing at theage of three
in his homeland of Holland. His talent
soon took him traveling all over the
world, where he worked with some of
the other masters of modem dance:
Kurt Jooss, Rudolph von Laban, Jose
Limon and MarthaGraham. His passion
for choreographing dances has made a
huge impact on the art form of dance
and has given him a lifetime career.
The destruction and aftermath of
World War n left Hoving alone and
stranded with no dance company or
place to live. He went to New York
City, where he found work at the Roxy
Theatre in Martha Graham's company.
Hoving proceeded to try new studios
and it was at a New York ballet class
that hemet Limon, who would become
his other half in their famous magnetic
duo. They started dancing together in
1948 and their incredible dancing part
nership developed into a fantastic duo,
whose image changed the character of
male modern dancers. Limon and
Hoving began touring with the Limon
Company all over the country in a duet
program.
Hoving started his own dancecom
pany in the '60's, which performed in

Lucas Hoving
New York and Europe. In 1971, by
invitation of the Dutch government,
Hoving returned toHolland toorganize
dance education in his own country.
Many famous dance companies, such
as The Alvin Ailey Company, Jooss
Ballet in Essen and Jose Limon Com
pany have commissioned dance works
from Hoving.
Hoving seldom performs anymore
but he continues to choreograph and
teach by dividing his time at the
Rotterdam School of Dance in Holland
and other various dance schools in the
United States.
Lucas Hoving has been a longtime
personal friend of drama and dance
faculty member Penelope McCalley,
which has resulted in his residency at
UOP. The piece he will be choreo
graphing will be performed by members
of the Pacific DanceTheatre Company
at UOP Dance in Concert, which will
take place May 2,3 and 4 in the Long
Theatre.
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If net n t-J
i infrm/in
by Krista
Huntsman

Taken from Being Happy! written by Andrew Mathews
Nothing matters to the man who says
nothing matters.
—Lin Yutange

A tree as big around as you can reach starts
with a small seed; a thousand-mile journey
starts with one small step.
—Lao-tse

If you never have a dream, you'll never have
a dream come true.
—Anonymous

Nothing endures but change,

Imagination rules the world.
—Desraeli
Life asks of every individual a contribution
and it is up to that individual to discover
what it should be.
—Viktor Frankl
Here is where you begin.

HOu) CAN 106 HAVE
ONiFteo coozOTGy IF UOO,
OotYT BGU£\Je UmAT

—Heraclitus

WETtLLyou?

Whatever you can do, or dream you
can...begin it. Boldness has genius, power
and magic in it.
—Goethe
Success is simply a matter of luck. Ask any
failure.
—Earl Wilson
Whether you think you will succeed or not,
you are right.
—Henry Ford

—Anonymous

Out on a limb is where the fruit is.
—Anonymous

If you think you understand everything that
is going on, you are hopelessly confused.
—Walter Mondale

Life is not too serious, let's take humor more
seriously.
—Andrew Mathews
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out of control, taking out as many inno
cent skiers as possible on the way down
and ending up in a crashing heap at the
bottom. I loved it
I havealways been a skier who hated
those who got in my way. Especially
snowboarders. They were always getting
in my way, losing control right in front of
innocent skiers. I thought of them all as
skate rats on snow. Now I realize that
snowboarders have been given a bad
reputation due to those reckless beginners,
like myself, who have not yet mastered
the art of stopping and turning. On the
slopes, it is often heard that there is a
mutual dislike between skiers and
snowboarders but I learned this the hard
way. Atonetime,I tookpridein knocking
down a few snowboarders on each run
and I laughed whenever they ran their
boards into the bushes and trees on the
sides of theruns or fell getting off thelifts.
I laughed until it was me.
They say if you can surf or ride a
skateboard, you have the ability to

QUOTABLE QUOTES

Imagination is more important than knowledge.
—Albert Einstein

130

For your information, there are
three new ROADWORKERS that
have joined the current team of Matt
Phillips, Dave Hurst and Steve Ifft.
These new peer counselors are Amy
Blair, Milen Thomas and Kevin
Kelly. You can get in touch with any
of these counselors by calling the
ROAD office at 946-2256.
One of the main ideas this pro
gram wants to bring to students this
semester is the concept of helping
friends deal with problems. Randy
Haveson said, "At one time or an
other through life everyone will
encounter drug or alcohol abuse,
whether it is directly or with friends.
The worst thing you can do is ignore
it or think it will eventually go away.
We're here to help people deal with
these problems."

Snowboarding; or how to enjoy pain

lak Es
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Randy Haverson

driver receives a lapel pin identify
ing him as such. Now everybody's
thinking, "So what?" This pin en
titles the D.D. to complimentary non
alcoholic refreshments all evening
and later the pin is redeemable for
discounts atFood 4Less, VideoTyme
Express, the Summit, and the Uni
versity Bookstore. For more infor
mation on participating establish
ments, check flyers around campus
or call the ROAD headquarters in
the office of Student Life.
As for alternatives to drinking or
drugs, ROAD has just started a new
ROADRUNNER club. Anyone in
terested in walking or running with
a group (at your own pace) can meet
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
at 5:15 p.m. on the UOP practice
field.
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of PEPSI
with any
Large PIZZA

Assembled with FREE 30-60-90 day check-ups

purchased

One ooupon per pizza
Not valid with any
other discount otter.
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TREK • KLEIN • YETI • FAT CHANCE
BULLSEYE • THULE • RINGLE • SCOTT
RAY BANS • RITCHEY
TOO MANY BRANDS TO METION ALL!!
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2300 West Alpine Ave.

462-6668

SALE • SALE • SALE
Mountain Bikes
Priced From $199

<V

l"Tune-up Special"]
M

Ph

UOP

W. Alpine Ave

i

• CALL ROBBY'S FOR
DO-IT-YOURSELF REPAIRS

95
!| Covers all$19
I
minor adjustments. |

7931-B Thornton Rd
951-4371

Not including parts

(End of Pacific On Left Side Behind Manny's Restaurant)
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SPORTS
Tiger Tracks Tigers aggravate Aggies
Tennis vs. Nevada-Reno
Baseball vs Los Angeles St
Vlen's Volleyball vs. Fresno St

2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Men's Basketball vs. Fresno State
Women's Basketball vs. San Jose St
Softball vs Sonoma St
Baseball vs Los Angeles St
Lacrosse vs. UC Santa Cruz

7:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
12:00 noon
2:00 p.m.

Sunday, February 24

Lacrosse vs. Chapman
Men's Volleyball at St. Mary's

1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Monday, February 25

Women's Basketball vs. Long Beach St

7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, February 26

Softball vs Utah St
Baseball at Sonoma St

4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 27

Softball vs Utah St
Women's Tennis at Fresno St
Tennis at UC Davis
Men's Volleyball vs Sacramento St

4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

(All home games in Bold)

Softball feels Arizona heat
By Boyd Nies
Staff Writer
Last weekend the UOPsoflball team
participated in the Arizona Invitational
Softball Tournament. The tournament
took place Thursday-Saturday in
Tuscon, Arizona.
On Thursday the Tigers lost to
Arizona, 8-0. The game was called
after five innings due to the eight run
rule.
On Friday the Softball team played
a triple header. In the first game, the
Tigers lost to Texas-Arlington. The
final score was 1-0. Freshman Lea
Lopez pitched a five hit complete
game.
Later in the day UOP faced Sacra
mento State. The Tigers finally broke
through with a win. Thefinal score was
11-2. The game was stopped after five
innings because of the lopsided score.
Maria Mahon, Shellie McCrary and
WendeeEspinosahad three hitsapiece.
Espinosa also hit a home-run in the
game. In the final game of the day,
UOPfacedUCLA. TheBruins'pitcher,
Heather Compton, shut out the Tigers
2-0.

Three games were scheduled for

Saturday. The opponents were Florida
State, Berkeley and Oregon. In the
Florida State game, UOP lost 4-3.
Coach Theresa Lowry said, "We had a
chance to tie it in the seventh." In the
second game,UOPupsetBerkeley who
isrankedeighthin the nation. Charlene
Hommerling gave up three hits in a 20 shutout. In the final game of the
tournament UOP out hit Oregon, but
still lost 12-5. "We just walked more
people," said Lowry.
Although Pacific's record is 3-10,
Coach Lowry is optimistic about the
future of her team. "Our defense and
our hitting are coming around. Our
pitching needs to come around also."
The record is deceiving. UOP
usually begins the season with a win
ning percentage before tailing off to
wards the latter half of the season.
Lowry hopes that the situation will be
reversed this season. "Our start is
slower than in past years. I think we'll
get better and based on theimprovement
so far, that will happen."
The next game for Pacific is
Thursday Feb. 21 at Santa Clara. They
will return home to play Sonoma State
on Saturday Feb. 23. Conference play
starts with Utah State at home on Feb.
26 and 27.

«Si
8|l# Tiger Den
^ Compiled by Laurie Liebman

Baseball - The Tigers fell in two to to be named this year.
Nevada this weekend. The first game Basketball (W) - It is the first time
was a 10-7 defeat as Nevada took an ever that thewomen's basketball team
early lead of 9-1 by the second inning. has won eight conference games.
Miller pitchedone inning and Cain the Swimming (M) - Big West Swim
other five with 3 strike outs. The ming Ranks UOP in the Top Ten
second game was another disappoint limes:
ment as theTigers lost 5-2 not scoring
50Freestyle- MikeMaroney#5at
until the sixth inning. Reinheimer 21.39
pitched 4 and 2/3 innings with two
400 Freestyle - Maroney,
strike-outs while Shenk finished up Sutherland, Robinson, Hosmer #6 at
the game with five strike-outs and no 3:15.57
runs.
Swimming (W) - Big West Swim
Basketball (M) -The Tiger's victory ming Ranks UOP in the Top Ten
last weekend placed them in sole Times:
possession of third place in the Big
200 Butterfly-Melissa Pugh #7 at
West with an 8-6 league record. Cen 2:10.74
ter Don Lyttle was named on the the
200 Breaststroke - Deborah Hess
Big West Players of the Week list this #9 at 2:29.42
week. He is the first player from UOP (See DEN, back page)
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By Dave Brown
Last Saturday night University of
the Pacific neededa clutch play down
the stretch, to post a 100-92 doubleovertime victory at the expense of
the Utah State Aggies, in the Spanos
Center.
Much of the reason the Tigers
were able to win the game was be
cause of the strength of two timely 3pointers from junior guard Dell
Demps. He tied the game at the end
of regulation with the first 3 points
and added a another 3-pointer which
helped UOP force a second overtime
period.
The victory propelled UOP into third
place in theBig West Conferenceand has
improved theirrecord to8-6 in leagueand
12-11 overall. "Dell hit some big threes
down the stretch which keptus in theballgame," said UOP's head coach Bob
Thomason.
Demps was one of three Tiger
players who had a big night offen
sively. He scored 28 points making
9-of-18 shots from the floor includ
ing four 3-point baskets. "My main
concern was to go out and play bard,"
said Demps.
Randy Lavender and Don Lyttle
also made significant contributions
to the victory. They scored 22 and 24
points respectively. "Everybody
came to play,"said Lavender.
The same problem that has
plagued the Tigers in other confer
ence games this year, controlling a
lead, surfaced again against the
Aggies. UOP had a 48-43 lead at
halftime and were ahead 77-67 with
8:39 remaining in the game. The 10

By Laurie Liebman
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Anthony Wood shoots for three

point advantage was short lived as
the Aggies went on a 17-6 scoring
run tolead 84-83 with underaminute
remaining. Utah State increased its
lead at 86-83 before Demps nailed a
3-pointer to tie it with 30 seconds
left in regulation.
'Two overtimes are tough, especially

Center Andrea Christoff goes for the block.

The University of Pacific women's
basketball team improved their home
record to 9 and 1 last Saturday against
the Fresno State Bulldogs. The win
now places them second in home vic
tories in the Big West Conference.
The Lady Tigers were back in full
force with seniors Charlene Alden and
Lena Petersson returning to the lineup.
Alden, who was out last week with a
shoulder injury, came back and lead all
scorers with 22 points. She shot 5-8
from three, 7-16 overall and 3-5 from
the line. "She took good smart shots
when we needed them and played

tough," said teammate Tine Frell. Not
only did Alden work hard,but the whole
team was enthusiastic and ready to
play.
"We were ready to win," said Char
lotte Soeeberg. In addition to Alden's
high scoring several other players hit
double figures: junior Natasha Norris,
with 20 points, and seniors Charmon
Logan and Lena Petersson, who had 13
and 11 points respectively. Freil, ranked
3rd nationally inassists, lead both teams
with 12 that evening.
Geri Gainey led Fresno State with
22 points. Also scoring in double fig
ures for Fresno State were Sheri Brown
with 14,StaceyCornaggiawith 13 and
Dawn Stewart added 10. Michelle
)
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with everybody in foul trouble," said
forward Lavender.
"When five or10 m inutes are added to
the ball-game, fatigue and emotion be
come even bigger factors," coach
Thomason said."We're happy witha win
like this. It's exciting for the fans. We
played well as a team!"

(See LYTTLE, page 7)

Women's basketball continue to win at home

By Laura Young
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Lyttle doe:

Men's basketball wins in double overtime
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Take advantage of our everyday low prices:
• Haircut & Shampoo $9.00
10% off all chemical services w/current UOP I.D.
(on reg. prices only)

6321 Pacific Ave. • 477-6554

Bento lead the team in assists with six
. Fresno, which was previously ranked
third in the conference, dropped to 8-6
after their defeat. This places them in
fourth behind UOP.
"Going into the game, we knew it
would be very physical and rough,"
said Coach Melissa DeMarchi. "The
team did a great job on the boards and
controlling the ball. Offensively, we
executed very well which gave us the
open shot." The Tigers had only 11
turnovers compared to 18 by the Bull
dogs. Although the Tigers were down
33-38 at the half, a second half defense
surge put them back in the lead.
The Tigers ended the game shoot
ing 52%. "With a lead at the end, the
team did not give up," commented
Freil. "Instead, we kept the pressure on

tem.inate as easy as we did thi
saidDunning "With 10 playc
ing' ack,we should be very sic

L/ttle is
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defensively and got the rebounds that
we needed. Offensively, we kept con
trol of the ball and took thegood shot" (& tkued from page 6)
With the season coming to a close, ] .yttle's junior season sceir
the Lady Tigers are hoping for some brig iter as the intensity of t
support. Their next three games are ^ iaci ased and he was able to
home matches, including one this hisrdiis. Once again he led
Wednesday evening, Feb. 20 at 7:30 abounding and blocked I
p.m. against New Mexico State, who avenged 8.0rebounds and 15
is currently ranked seventh in the con- per imeandwaschoscn to ih
ference. I n t h e f i r s t meeting, New WesiSecond Team i h , ,
s|
Mexico State came out with a close tj» fa.,caj „
viccory. Following Wednesday, *
h.
LadyTigersiakeontheSpanansofSan
Jose State, Saturday, Feb. 23 at 5:00
and Long Beach State 49ers Monday,
Feb.25at7:30. The team is a possible
contender for the title, but needs some
support from the fans for therest of this
season's games.
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MORRIS CHAPEL
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12:00 - 12:45
Tuesday Meditation
February 26th
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TIGER'S V0CUR
UOP's favorite yogurt shop
Close Campus Location
4227 Pacific Ave. at Brookside
(near Pharmacy school)
Open Daily 11am-10pm

Happy Hour 4-7 Weekdays
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4
(209) 478-6290
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Sensational volleyball season ends

Intramural basketball
back on track

By Todd Woodford
Sports Editor
Although the University of the Pa
cific women's volleyball team fell just
short of winning their third national
championship in the last six years,
several members of theteam, including
coach John Dunning, were extremely
pleased with the outcome of theseason.
Dunning said, "We had our moments
where we didn't play real well, but at
the end of the season we began to play
ik.
our best volleyball. This year's team
was one of the best teams I've ever
coached. They were very disciplined
and presented a strong work ethic."
"This was one of the best seasons I
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have ever experienced at UOP," said
MelanieBeckenhauer." Whenever we
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a key player would struggle. Fortu
nately, there was always someone there
torise to the occasion. Ourtremendous
chemistry and teamparticipation is what
lead us to our successful season."
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By Rich CanSenior Staff Writer
BASKF.TBAI.I- League play hasfin
ished its first full week. Due to sched
uling conflicts some teams have played
only one game, but those problems will
be solved later.
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Lady Tigers celebrate big victory
hopefully we will surprise a lot of
people."
Sophomore Carol Conti, a back
court specialist, said, " Next year we
will have to play moreas a team because
we're losing Krissy (Fifer) and Cathey
(Scotlan). Also, with Dcvin Scruggs
graduating, our defense must improve.
Hopefully, the new recruits will beable
to contribute right away."
Along with the successful season
that the Tigers had, came several indi
vidual honors as well as recorded
breaking marks.
Melanie Beckenhauer, Cathey
Scotlan and Krissy Fifer were all hon
ored as AVCA/NCAA All-Americans
for the 1990 season. Beckenhauer and
Scotlan were first team selections and
Fifer wasa second team choice. This is
Beckenhauer's first All-American
honor, while Scotlan (1988) and Fifer
(1989) are being honored for the sec
ond time.
For the second consecutive year,

(Continued from page 6)

108 games. He is holding the number
Lyttle's junior season seemed even seven spot on theTiger'scareer scoring
brighter as the intensity of the team list.. Lyttle holds the number eight
increased and he was able to enhance position on the career rebounds list
his skills. Once again he lead the team with 748 career boards and is fifth on
in rebounding and blocked shots. He the career field goals list with 525.
averaged 8.0 rebounds and 15.7points
Lyttle is second this season for the
per game and was chosen to the All-Big Tigers in scoring with 16.5 points per
West Second Team. The responsibili game, but leads Pacific with 8.0 reties increased even more as he entered
this season, his final year playing for
UOP. Once again coaches expected
Lyttle tocarry much of the scoring load
along with junior Dell Demps. It is the
combination of these two, referred to
as the "one-two punch" that was re
sponsible for 46% of UOP's points last
season and the main threat for the Ti
gers this season.
UOP Basketball Player
Thomason has witnessed a great
deal of improvement over the past few bounds per conference game and is
years. "Don's number one improve seventh in conference games with 1.5
ment is confidence in himself and he blocked shots per game.
"Don is very skilled for a tall man
believes he can play well." One of his
and
a very skilled basketball player,"
great skills that has developed under
said
assistant coach Dave Shoemaker.
Thomason is his 3-pointer. "His out
"He
shoots the ball from 25 feet and
side shot is tremendous."

"I play basketball
because it's fun for
me. It is not a way
to get a free
education/'
—Don Lyttle
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His height and talent enable him to
be a strong defender and threat at the
basket At present his scoring total for
the past 3+ years is 1,323. averaging
12.3 points per game throughout his

poses problems for other teams, while
also scoring inside." The versatility of
Lyttle is what makes him such an asset
to the team.
Lyttle has seen a lot of changes

FREE THROW TOURNAMENT:
The tournament occurred this week.
The finals are at the halftime of the
Lady Tiger's basketball game against
Long Beach State on Monday. Both
men and women division finalists will
meet for the best of 25 free throw shoot
out.

SCHICK'S SUPER HOOPS: On
Wednesday Feb. 20 between 7 PM and
9 PM, the annual Schick's 3-on-3 Su
per Hoops Tournament occurred. The
finals will be on Saturday, Feb. 23
during the halftime of the Pacific
women's basketball against San Jose
State. The school's champions and
runner-ups compete in the regional
tournament at UC-Berkeley on March
2 representing UOP. The winner of the
regional tournament will then advance
to the national finals.

ALL-TERRAIN VOLLEYBALL:
This semester theATV tournament will
be a two day affair. Last fall, 4 teams
competed in the first UOP All-Terrain
Event which was only on one day. This

semester it is hoped that more teams
will participateand twodays are neces
sary for everyone to enjoy the event
and compete up to their own expecta
tions. Volleyball is played on three
surfaces: sand, grass and wood. There
will be at least two matches on each
surface with the finals being played on
the surface decided on by the toumamentdirector. ASlOentry fee isrequired
upon registering a team and up to six
people can be on the roster. The entry
deadline is Thursday Feb. 28. No late
entries will be accepted.

SOCCER: Deadline for entries for
outdoor soccer (8 on 8) is Friday March
1. All games will be played on Wednes
days in March. The Entry fee is $15.
The captains' meeting is on March 4 at
5 p.m. in WPC.

IMPORTANT NOTES In order to
better serve the student population the
Intramural office will now be open an
additional hour each day. The new of
fice hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon
day through Friday. If there are any
questions, please come by or call 9462716. If you forgot something in the
Main Gym, chances are theIntramural
Office has it so PLEASE come and
claim it.

Due to Inventory
the UOP Bookstore
will he

Lyttle is accomplishing big things

Lyttle powers up for two points

7 VVC

senior outside hitter DevinScruggs has
been chosen as a District VIII Aca
demic All-American and will beplaced
on the national ballot. One of six
players chosen, Scruggs with her 3.80
GPA in Communication, will pursue
her final semester of study in Australia.
On March 9 from 9 a.m. till 9 p.m.,
the Lady Tigers will scrimmage against
some of the top teams in the country.
The top club volleyball team in the
nation will be presentat the A.G. Spanos
center in March. This competition
should allow the community of
Stockton to grasp an understanding
about the talent that the team will dis
play next season.
The volleyball team is graduating
three outstanding players this year.
However, knowing Coach Dunning and
the returning players, there is little
doubt that they will be a strong team
and a definite contender for a national
crown type status in the upcomming
1991 season.

FABULOUS Bl INCH as of 2/17
Co-rcc
1.X's&O's
2. Mammilary Bodies
3. We Will Score
Men's A
1. Mad Bombers
2. Archania
3. Low Profile
4.FTG
Women
1. Grads in Debt
2. G.L.O.B.
Men's B
1. Phi Slamma Jamma
2.9 Balls
3. Tons of Fun
4. Island Style
5. Slow Twitch
Men's C
1. White Man's Disease
2. F-ups
3. Sewer Patrol
Nanolean A
1.Phi Delta Theta
2. Island Style
3. IAE
Nanolean B
1. Yellow Jackets
2. Backyard Bailers
3. Bushwackers

If you need to reschedule a game
you can do so through Rich in the
Intramural office. Postponements can
be made up to one day in advance, but
do not abuse the privilege. If there is
any way for your team to compete at
the scheduled time, please try to do so.

CLOSED
On Saturday,
February 23rd

o

Don Lyttle
since his first game at UOP as he has
improved along with the team in every
facet. "Wehave better players now and
a better staff," said Lyttle. "Coach
Thomason is confident and has a great
attitude (towards basketball). I want
the team to do well and I want to be a
part of that success."
Lyttle began playing basketball at
10 when his mother bought him a
basketball hoop. Therewas no inspiring
force pushing Lyttle to excel in the
sport. He didn't even play because he
liked to but because he was tall. "I was
tall and tall kids are expected to play
basketball."
There was no instant realization of
his talent or potential in basketball. In
his youth he was less than successful at
his attempts to play hoops. "I was very
uncoordinated and clumsy when I was
younger but now I think things have
changed," said Lyttle, "but that de
pends on who you ask," he added jok
ingly.
It is this humorous attitude that is a
big part of Lyttle's character. "He's
considered the team clown," says
Shoemaker with a smile. "He has a
joke for everyone off the court." This
strong characteristic in no way hinders
his talents.
"We expect a lot from Don," said
assistant coach Tony Marcopulos."He
is expected to carry a load. He has a
quick wit but it is business when he
plays (basketball)."
"I play basketball because it's fun
for me. It is not a way to get a free
education, although that's good," he
jokes. "Since it's my last year I have to
go for everything and I'd like to make
the NCAA. I think we can."

We regret any
inconvenience that
this may cause
r "

j'T would have shopped on Saturday!"
That's why I want

10% OFF
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Any single item in the store
with this coupon

Does not apply to computer store items • Not valid with any other offer.
Offer expires 3/1/91.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
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HELP WANTED

(Continued from page 6)

200Freestyle-Pugh.Simoni,Shaw,
Lori Sanchez #8 at 1:44.66
400 Freestyle - Mary Ellis, Pugh,
Hess, Sanchez #7 at 3:47.57
800 Freestyle - Ellis, Pugh, Hess,
Sanchez #5 at 8:00.73
200 Medley Relay - Phillips,
Anderson.Pugh, Sanchez #7 at 1:56.57
400 Medley Relay - Phillips,
Anderson, Pugh, Sanchez #8 at4:09.99
Tennis (W) - UOP's record stands at 23 after last weekends matches against
UC Irvine. UOP dominated in the
singles competition. Lisa Matsushima
won in two sets (6-2, 6-1), Leslie
O'Keefe won in three (3-6,7-5,6-1),
Julie Radder won in three (6-4,7-6,74) and TishaLee won in two (7-5,6-2).
In doubles,Radder- Galoio won in two
(7-5,6-3).

WANTED 100 PEOPLE. We will pay
you to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. All natural.
1-800-347-7584.
Spend the summer in Catskiil Mtns. of
New York. Receive a meaningful summer
experience working in a residential camp for
persons wilh developmentally disabilities.
Positions are available for Counselors, Pro
gram Leaders,and Cabin Leaders. Allstudents
are encouraged to apply—especially those
who aremajoring orconsidering allied health
fields. Season dales: lune 4th to August 25th.
Good Salary, Room, Board, and some travel
allowence. Call Susanne, (209) 472-1517

FOR SALE

Class ring next week. Small deposit—wait
untilmay topay thebalance. Bookstore charge
accepted. M-W, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
The tradition continues. UOP class ring
by Art Carved on sale next week. Bookstore.
M - W, 10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Study abroad in Australia. Information
on summer, 1-term, Graduate and Intership
programs. All programs run under $6000.
Call Curtin University at 1 -800-878-3696.
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$129 Class ring sale! Order your UOP
Class ring in Siladium and save $90! Also
have gold savings. Next week, 10 a.m. - 3
p.m. Bookstore.
FOR SALE: 19" Sharp TV ($250-w/
Stand and remote); king size bed ($80); book
case ($30); desk &chair ($40); table& electric
lamp ($35); chair ($5). Call 476-9222.
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$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus a
chance at $5000 more!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext.50

FOUR WAYS
TO PAY!

Express yourself. Order your Art Carved

The Fraternity of

Brew & Burger Nite

Personal checks ok with ID

Mon & Tues
• burgers • fries • UNLIMITED draft beer
FOR ONLY $5
(from 5-10 pm)

49c Draft Beers & $1.25 Well Drinks
Wednesday from 9-12pm
*UOP Burger Madness Daily $2.75 Burger & Fries w/student I.D.

$1.00 OFF ADMISSION
Thursday - Saturday Night
Expires3/27/91

4555 N. Pershing Ave. #20
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Picture This ...

ALL PICTURE
FRAMES

1991-92
FINANCIAL AID

25% OFF
ALL HEALTH & FITNESS
BOOKS

25% OFF

FILING
DATE

MARCH 2
Pick up application forms now!

Financial Aid Office
Hand Hall
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Treat Yourself to Leisure Reading

NY TIMES
BESTSELLERS

(hardcover)

30% OFF
Books. .. and a whole lot more!
U it's not on the shelf... ask. Wo can probably have it in 48 hours or less!

Open Weekdays
9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
.

Lower Level • McCaffrey Centei
SALE ENDS 2/27/91 • NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY • LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND
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